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• From my point of view, internalization at 
‘home’ represents bringing foreign cadets 
and also officers into your own country 
and share experience one with another in 
multiple ways: playing games, 
participating into different competitions 
or at classes, visiting the country and its 
beautiful landscapes and so on. 

• Besides this, the role of the host nation in 
this process is so important due to the fact 
that they have to assure all the conditions 
and circumstances so the foreigners won’t 
be affected by the effects of culture shock 
and they will learn a lot of things in a short 
time (not only academic stuff).  

INTRODUCTION 

Internalization at “home”’ could be 
described in many ways, but to better 
understand the definition of this term it is 
necessary to see the experiences of others.  
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International week 
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  16 cadets & officers 

  1 week 

  English classes 

  visiting Romanian 

places 

  Playing sports 

 



International week 
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Visiting Prod 
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SPORT 
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SECOSAFT 
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CLASSES 
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It’s sooo fun abroad! 

Mont des Arts 
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Activities? 
Sure, we had a lot of 

them! 

The Parc du 
Cinquantenaire 

City center 

Sport Activities 
(Running, Capture the 

flag, football, obstacle 
course) 

Goodbye Ceremony 

Of course, candies 
nonetheless  
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And we had a lot of fun as well! 

Dinner at an  
all you can eat! 
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Memoriam in Bastogne  
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Cafeteria 

Memoriam in Bastogne  
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No, seriously. A lot! 
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The most fun WE ever had in one week! 

Felix fountain 
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CONCLUSION 
 sharing knowledge  

  making friendships  

  exploring new places 

  developing interop. skills 

  practicing English 


